
 

 

Ossid Debuting New Cost-Effective 500Li Stretch 
Overwrapper in booth C-3033 at PACK EXPO 2023 

New stretch overwrapper joins all-star product lineup,  
making Ossid the booth to visit in Las Vegas. 

BATTLEBORO, N.C., July 17, 2023 – Looking for a cost-effective stretch overwrapper that 
produces tightly wrapped case-ready packages at speeds up to 60 per minute? Then be sure 
to visit Ossid (https://www.ossid.com/) in booth C-3033 at PACK EXPO 2023, September 11-
13, at the Las Vegas Convention Center, to see the must-have stretch overwrapper on the 
market today! 

Ossid, a ProMach brand, is the premier brand in manufacturing sustainable, efficient tray 
packaging, flow wrapping, and horizontal form fill seal machinery. Additionally, Ossid is the 
North American master distributor of Italian-based Reepack, a ProMach brand. This 
partnership completes Ossid’s breadth of product, enabling it to consultatively recommend 
the best solution to its customers by directing them to the package style that best fits their 
application and production goals.  

Ossid 500Li Stretch Overwrapper 

Being highlighted in Las Vegas is Ossid’s new 500Li Stretch Overwrapper, a cost-effective 
tuck and fold machine that produces up to 60 packages per minute. The 500Li and its in-line 
tray wrapping method represents a more streamlined packaging process in comparison to 
elevator-style machines. The 500Li uses a gripper chain system that stretches the film evenly 
to produce tightly wrapped packages, while specially designed foam belts ensure protection 
of delicate products.  Tuck and fold film is ideal for produce, low moisture proteins, and 
many other food packaging applications.  

The 500Li is easier to operate and maintain than other overwrap packaging machines, 
thanks to servo-driven technology and microprocessors that reduce downtime and 
maintenance. The machine’s small footprint makes it ideal for space-constrained 
environments. Additionally, users can achieve higher line efficiencies when pairing the 500Li 
with an Ossid Weigh Price Labeler. 

The 500Li will be demonstrating its capabilities while integrated with an Ossid high speed 
print and apply labeler, as well as a labeler from EPI, a ProMach brand. 
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Other Ossid packaging systems on display at PACK EXPO 2023 include:   

Reepack ReeTray 30 Semi-Automatic Tray Sealer  

The ReeTray 30 is an ideal machine for small to medium size food manufacturers and 
processors as it can perform three types of sealing: ambient tray sealing, MAP, and VSP 
applications. The ReeTray 30 features a chambered system for packaging products in 
lidding/VSP trays. Easy-to-use change tooling makes this unit a great lab or low production 
test market machine.  

Reepack ReeMaster 400 Automatic Tray Sealer 

Designed to meet the production needs of medium to large size processors, the Reepack 
ReeMaster 400 Automatic Tray Sealer is ideal for sealing/lidding trays, cups, and rounds 
and/or vacuum skin pack applications. The in-line design allows 360° access to all machine 
components and tooling for easy maintenance and cleaning. Speeds range from 8 to 45 cycles 
per minute, depending on tray and film materials, tray size, product, package format, and 
general machine configuration. 

Reepack ReeFlow 50 Flow Wrapper 

The ReeFlow Rotary Motion Flow Wrapper is a perfect solution for packaging individual or 
multipack baked goods such as nutrition bars, cookies, brownies, cupcakes, muffins, and 
much more. The Reepack ReeFlow 50 Horizontal Flow Wrapper efficiently handles up to 250 
packages per minute, while cutting down changeover time between package format types. 
Machines are easy to clean, designed with an efficient motorization and driving system for 
easy operation, available in both top and bottom seal formats and with standard and wide 
widths to accommodate a variety of applications. The machine will be demonstrating its 
strengths at the show while paired with a labeler from EPI. 

Reepack ReeForm E10 Thermoformer 

The ReeForm E10 Thermoformer is a compact machine for small to medium production that 
can form both flexible and rigid film packaging. At the show, the E10 will be demonstrating 
its strengths by producing flex/flex packages. The E10 has a stainless steel, open-frame 
design for easy sanitation in washdown environments. A user-friendly control panel 
provides easy programming and operation for users with varying levels of skill. 

 

 



 

 

To see how these packaging solutions from Ossid can help streamline your packaging line to 
operate more sustainably and efficiently, visit booth No. C-3033 at PACK EXPO 2023. 

# # # 

About Ossid 
Ossid is the industry leader for leak-resistant tray sealing for case-ready products, flexible 
packaging for healthcare, horizontal thermoform, fill and seal equipment, weigh/price 
labeling equipment, flow wrappers, vacuum chamber, and case scales. Catering to customers 
of all sizes around the world, Ossid’s packaging solutions are ideal for fresh and processed 
meats, produce, convenience foods, consumer goods, and medical devices. Ossid is a master 
distributor for Reepack, both are product brands of ProMach, a global leader in packaging 
line solutions. As part of the ProMach Flexibles & Trays business line, Ossid helps our 
packaging customers protect their reputation and grow the trust of their consumers. 
ProMach is performance, and the proof is in every package. Learn more about Ossid 
at www.ossid.com and more about ProMach at www.ProMachBuilt.com.  

About ProMach 
ProMach is a family of best-in-class packaging and processing solution brands serving 
manufacturers of all sizes and geographies in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical, personal 
care, and household and industrial goods industries. ProMach brands operate across the 
entire production line: filling, bottling and capping, decorative labeling, flexibles and trays, 
pharma, handling and sterilizing, labeling and coding, and robotics and end of line. ProMach 
also provides systems and integration including turnkey solutions, design/build, engineering 
services, and productivity software to optimize production line design and deliver maximum 
uptime. 

ProMach designs, manufactures, integrates, and supports the most sophisticated and 
advanced packaging and processing solutions in the global marketplace. Its diverse customer 
base, from Fortune 500 companies to smaller, privately-held businesses worldwide, depends 
on reliable, flexible, technologically advanced equipment and integrated solutions. ProMach 
is headquartered near Cincinnati, Ohio, with manufacturing facilities and offices throughout 
North America, Europe, South America, and Asia. For more information about ProMach, 
visit www.ProMachBuilt.com and for more information on ProMach Careers, 
visit www.ProMachCareers.com. 
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Christine Duncan | Marketing Director, Flexibles and Trays 
Ossid, a ProMach brand 
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